The device and algorithm for estimation of the mechanoemisson chaos in blood of patients with gastric cancer.
The mechanoemission (ME) of blood is developed as a result of mechanochemical activation of a sample which is layered onto chromatographic paper. This paper describes computer-controlled device, aimed for generation, detection and analysis of ME data in the blood of the persons investigated. The original algorithm for estimation of ME chaos in blood is developed. For gastric cancer patients an increase of ME chaos is observed in comparison with healthy individuals and patients with inflammation of gastric mucosa. The concept of deterministic chaos is biohierarchical for the host of a cancer patient. In the light of this we have calculated that spatial chaos for gastric cancer patients is also increased in the geometrical structure of tumor cells and magnetic resonance imaging of the stomach. The concept of deterministic chaos may find an application in the development of new multi-computer organizations for medical diagnostic equipment.